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“My partner is boring and I’ve fallen for an older, married guy at work”
Sun 7 Jul 2019 06.00 BST
Complaint :
Bottom-of-the-barrel, yellowest of yellow news, absolute bottom-of-the-
pile, trash news.
Shame on you! Such stories have absolutely no place in The Guardian.
This is not why we support you.
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The NYT website does not align with your
values, so why publish there? – letter to
the EFF, 07/07
In response to “What if All Your Slack Chats Were Leaked?”, Jul 1, NYT.
The NYT website pretty much represents the exact opposite of what the
EFF seems to represent :
- I cannot read this article with the Tor Browser (default)
- I cannot read this article with Firefox (where I do not save any history)
- I cannot even read this article on archive.org!
“You’re in private mode. Log in or create a free New York Times account
to continue reading in private mode.”
The NYT developers apparently have grown ‘clever’, but maybe so ought
the EFF by publishing only in newspapers that actually support values
of an open and free Internet and Web.
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